Introduction
In the last years there has been some discussion about what should be considered as the right expression for the entropy of a density matrix. Whereas in equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics there is no doubt that the entropy of a density matrix, say A, is given by S(A) « -tr A In A, in the non-equilibrium case the situation seems to be somewhat unclear. (Cf., for instance, Prigogine [1] ). Thus there might be some interest in theorems that do not depend on explicit expressions for the entropy but refer only to the fact that the entropy is a measure for the degree of "mixedness", or "purity", of a density matrix. Now, whatever is thought to be a good measure for the mixedness of a density matrix, two minimal requirements have to be fulfilled: firstly, if two density matrices are unitarily equivalent, then they have to be considered as "equally mixed", and secondly, if a density matrix A is a convex linear combination of density matrices that are unitarily equivalent to a certain density matrix B, then A has to be considered as "more mixed", or "more chaotic", than B.
These facts suggest the study of a so-to-say "basic" program, namely the investigation of the pre-order relation that is determined by the just mentioned two requirements.
A posteriori, this program can be justified by the circum stance that many theorems of statistical mechanics can be formulated in terms of our pre-order relation, without re ference to any special expression for the entropy.
The first steps in this direction have been made by Uhlmann [2] . He considered finite-dimensional density matrices and was able to prove the following important theorem: Let A and B be two density matrices, and let a^ a^/ a n# and b 1# b 2 , ... , b^ be their eigenvalues, arranged in decreasing In this note, we aim at generalizing Uhlmann 1 s main theorem to Hilbert spaces of arbitrary, finite or infinite, dimension-Furthermore, we shall establish some more proper ties of the pre-order relation and the equivalence relation generated by it. We shall also give some applications of the theory to problems of quantum statistical mechanics. It is fairly easy to see that if n >^ 5, in particular in the infinite-dimensional case, the lattice is neither atomic, nor modular, nor complemented.
Generalization of Uhlmann's Theorem
We are now going to generalize Uhlmann's main theorem.
Throughout this section, the Hilbert space is always suppose< to be infinite-dimensional. The proof of this theorem utilizes the theory of convex and concave traces [8] ; let us thus reformulate the theorem:
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Proof. Since x a (T) = a x l x + a 2 t 2 + ... ,
the decompositions x a (T) = ai (t x -t 2 ) + (a x + a 2 )(t 2 -t 3 ) + ... Conversely, for an n-dimensional projection t P , In the language of physics, this theorem could be formulated as follows: among all the density matrices that are sensitive only up to a certain energy E, the density matrix that is strongest mixed is the micro-canonical density matrix introduced by Lebowitz and Lieb [9] .
Our last theorem is a mild generalization of a theorem formulated by Uhlmann. 
